
 

Africa-EU Civil Society Forum Declaration 
Tunis, 12 July 2017 

 
1. We, representatives of African and European civil society organisations meeting at the            

Third Africa-EU Civil Society Forum in Tunis on 11-13 July 2017, wish to stress the               
importance of fostering a space for civil society organisations of both continents as             
independent actors and integral partners within the Joint Africa-EU Strategy (JAES). We            
take cognizance that the strategy could not be people-centred without the full and free              
participation of organisations representing the different sectors and interests of society.           
Furthermore, we wish to reiterate that the JAES, the Action Plan and the Roadmap              
remain important instruments for realising the long-term goal of sustaining strategic           
partnership between Africa and the European Union based on a shared history, a strong              
political relationship, common values and close cooperation. 

 
2. The forum deliberated various aspects of the JAES but focused on five thematic areas:              

Conflict prevention, peace building and refugees; Democratic governance and civic          
participation; Human development; Decent work, universal social protection and social          
economic development; and a Sustainable future for our planet in the context of climate              
change and natural disasters, as crucial developmental themes for the joint consultation.            
Cross-cutting issues such as migration and mobility, gender equality and youth were            
mainstreamed in the debates. The forum discussed these themes in working groups and             
agreed to make their contributions in this regard as we approach the 5th Africa-EU              
Summit on 28-29 November 2017.  

 
3. After deliberating in plenary sessions and working groups in order to set up a range of                

proposals to influence the decisions and outcomes of the forthcoming 5th Africa-EU            
Summit, we first of all observed that the space for CSOs has shrunk and that their                
visibility remains weak within the strategic framework. In this regard, the Tunis CSO             
Forum examined the challenges that have led to the current gap in the consolidation of               
civil society participation in the JAES. The CSO Forum regrets that the Joint Annual              
Forum (JAF) was never convened as planned last time in Brussels, and as such the main                
mechanism for civil society participation disappeared. We also noted that key previous            
action points were not followed through, despite the resolution made in the previous fora.  

 
4. At this CSO Forum, we took note of the recent continental policy developments.             

Therefore, ensuring coherence with the African Union 2063 Agenda and the 2017 EU             
Communication “For a Renewed Impetus of the Africa-EU Partnership” became major           
factors in defining consensus on our proposals. To this end, we resolved to recommend              
to both European and African institutions and leaders as follows: 
 

➢ To increase their political, financial and logistical support for a timely, transparent            
and inclusive involvement of CSOs, including those representing the diaspora, at           
all levels of decision-making, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of the          

 



 

JAES, in an institutional framework that is clearly defined and targeted at this             
support;  

➢ To make sure to organise Joint Annual Fora in close cooperation with all the              
stakeholders, including civil society representatives, and make sure that these          
meetings effectively feed into the reflections and choices of decision-makers; 

➢ To identify and operationalise “entry points” in the Roadmap implementation,          
allowing a better involvement of CSOs and creating, on a case by case basis,              
dedicated spaces and mechanisms, or opening existing ones to CSO          
participation; 

➢ To increase the flow and quality of information facilitating the preparation of            
CSOs’ meaningful inputs in the implementation of the Roadmap and all debates            
around the JAES; 

➢ To support with financial means, including by facilitating access to funding, CSOs’            
participation and activities, including advocacy and implementation of projects in          
the frame of the strategy while always respecting their full autonomy; 

➢ To initiate, ten years after the launch of the JAES, a stocktaking exercise of              
achievements and shortcomings. This is a process in which CSOs should play a             
vital role; 

➢ To adopt an actor-based approach to the representation of civil society in the             
JAES; 

➢ To act upon political commitments to create a truly enabling environment for civil             
society participation; 

➢ Enhance dialogue between governments and CSOs including youth, women,         
migrants and refugees, diaspora, workers, indigenous peoples, persons with         
disabilities and any other groups left behind, as part of an inclusive            
multi-stakeholder policy process. 

 
Acknowledging the progress, challenges and opportunities of the JAES, we recommend the            
following actions: 
 
ON CONFLICT PREVENTION, PEACEBUILDING AND REFUGEES 
 
1. Strengthen the role of civil society in the prevention of violent conflicts and in inclusive               

regional and continental early-warning systems. 
2. Maintain the focus on people-centred security (i.e. human security) in the JAES policy             

document and translate it into actions. 
3. Acknowledge the interdependence between governance, development, peace and        

security through a comprehensive approach and ensure that this is translated into            
financial and institutional mechanisms. 

4. Ensure the inclusion of women and youth in mediation and peace-building efforts and             
provide resources and funding in line with UN Security Council Resolutions 1325 and all              
other relevant resolutions especially UN Security Council Resolution 2250, and the           
Maputo Protocol. 

5. Support capacity building of CSOs on justice and security best practices, programmes            
and operations and make their results widely available (e.g. through an online platform).  

6. Create the space and mechanisms and allocate resources for CSOs to effectively            
engage in the design, monitoring and evaluation of justice and security programmes and             
operations.  

7. Open additional legal channels for migration and promote the right to free movement of              
people. 
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8. De-link development aid from migration flow management and stop securitising migration           
and delocalising borders, and fight all forms of human trafficking and smuggling of             
migrants. 

9. Return to an inter-continental dialogue based on Migration and Mobility Dialogue (MMD). 
 
ON DEMOCRATIC GOVERNANCE AND CIVIC PARTICIPATION 
 
1. Ensure that, in the framework of the Africa-EU Partnership, civil society’s role and             

capacities in promoting political and societal resilience on both continents are           
acknowledged and are given the space and resources to be translated into actions. 

2. Protect the space for civil society and create an enabling environment so civil society can               
freely operate, influence policies, and address violations of human rights. 

3. Focus the partnership on accountable and inclusive political systems beyond electoral           
processes and take into account other forms of democratic civic engagement. 

4. Use the Africa-EU Partnership to build on the ongoing African Union initiatives to bring              
the African Peace and Security Architecture and the African Governance Architecture           
closer together, and support similar initiatives on the European side, in order to increase              
governance and human rights monitoring of security forces, including peace support           
operations, by civil society and parliaments. 

5. Ensure the domestication and implementation of global and regional frameworks on           
gender equality and women’s rights and increase CSOs’ capacities to participate in            
decision-making and hold governments accountable to these frameworks. 

6. The Africa-EU Partnership should ensure sustainable support and funding for          
development and capacity building of youth organisations, and guarantee more inclusion           
of all youth, including diaspora youth, in the design, implementation and monitoring of             
youth-related policies. Consequently, removing barriers for youth civic and political          
participation is crucial. 

7. Promote governance structures and policies with the aim of building functional human            
rights-based and inclusive social models that foster mobility and safe and regular circular             
migration at the national and international levels.  

8. Defend, support and respect the autonomy and role of social partners (trade unions and              
employers’ organisations) by ensuring their involvement in the design and          
implementation of relevant reforms and policies, also by boosting the effectiveness of            
social dialogue at all relevant levels, which is conducive to collective bargaining. 

 
ON HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
 
1. Prioritise policies and investments in public services such as health, education and social             

protection for all and place these at the heart of the Africa-EU Partnership. 
2. Invest in public services and regulate competition in the private sector in order to achieve               

the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 
3. Ensure that civil society organisations, as actors of governance, can play the role of              

watchdogs, implementers and service providers, complementing and not substituting         
governments. 

4. Foster inclusive, comprehensive and high-quality education in all its forms and           
approaches, including the transfer of knowledge and youth exchange programmes. 

5. Promote science, technology and innovation as key drivers of sustainable development.  
6. Meet commitments in Official Development Aid (ODA), in particular the European           

Union’s 20% benchmark for health and basic education and the 15% benchmark of the              
World Health Organisation’s Abuja Declaration, and not divert ODA to issues such as             
security, border control and migration management.  
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7. Promote investments and policies that ensure Universal Health Coverage (UHC) and           
Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights (SRHR) focusing on women, girls,           
marginalised populations, people with disabilities and youth. 

8. Promote gender equality as a standalone and cross-cutting priority and mainstream it            
throughout human development.  

9. Recognise and promote the role of the diaspora, including youth diaspora.  
 
ON DECENT WORK, UNIVERSAL SOCIAL PROTECTION AND SUSTAINABLE        
SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
 
1. Promote the International Labour Organisation’s (ILO) Decent Work Agenda at the core            

of the JAES, as recognised by ILO core labour standards and conventions and other              
international frameworks, in coordination and engagement with civil society, as part of an             
enabling environment allowing freedom of association and collective bargaining. 

2. Involve civil society in the implementation and monitoring of the EU External Investment             
Plan (EIP), in blending and in public-private partnerships, which should follow national            
development priorities and not lead to privatisation of essential public services. ODA            
should continue to act for sustainable development and poverty reduction and not            
become a subsidy to businesses. 

3. Prioritise domestic resource mobilisation by strengthening national tax systems, by          
tackling tax evasion, illicit financial flows and corruption, by ensuring that international            
and local private sector actors pay their fair share of taxes and by cancelling odious               
debts.  

4. Foster decent work creation and employability through social economy initiatives, such           
as small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and cooperatives, upskilling,         
entrepreneurship, life-long learning, universal education, inclusive vocational training,        
science technology and innovation, and the transition from an informal to a formal             
economy. 

5. Prioritise the specific needs of youth, including decent employment opportunities,          
tackling the brain drain and child labour; the needs of women, including combating             
discrimination; as well as access to and adaptation of the labour market for persons with               
disabilities and generally all persons facing discrimination in accessing the labour           
market. 

6. Enact all gender equality commitments, in particular to formalise women’s paid and            
unpaid work, close the gender pay gap, and implement living wages and measures to              
promote equal access to social protection to ensure that the rights of women, including              
maternity protection, are upheld. 

7. Support the provision of universal, affordable and inclusive access to social protection            
systems and floors, including community-based basic healthcare and health insurance,          
and sexual and reproductive healthcare, clean water and sanitation and universal access            
to renewable and affordable energy. 

8. Develop mandatory frameworks, such as the UN Treaty on Business and Human Rights,             
to ensure the accountability of transnational companies to respect labour and trade union             
rights, human rights and environmental standards all along global supply chains. 

9. Promote regional integration strategies in Europe and Africa and create a conducive            
environment for economic and structural transformation that fosters sustainable         
commodity-based industrialisation in Africa.  

 
ON A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE FOR OUR PLANET 
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1. Promote sustainable economic models, including ruralisation (invigoration of rural         
communities), through awareness raising, global education, knowledge-sharing and        
training on localisation of economies, green jobs and sustainable local agriculture, as            
well as other emerging sectors such as the care, social and solidarity economy. 

2. Harness social participation in international trade agreements through establishing joint          
consultative committees, parliamentary oversight, dedicated sustainable development       
chapters and joint monitoring mechanisms, in line with ILO principles, SDG 10 and the              
African Union 2063 Agenda. 

3. Democratise and formalise economic governance, to ensure tax justice, the elimination           
of illicit financial flows, and an end to corruption, inter alia in the extractive industries,               
including by considering the transformation of the UN Committee of Experts on            
International Cooperation in Tax Matters into an intergovernmental, transparent and          
accountable organisation. 

4. Promote inclusive climate governance at local, national, regional and international levels,           
in order to enforce international climate commitments. 

5. Increase awareness and capacity of vulnerable groups, including environmentally         
displaced peoples and climate migrants, small-scale farmers, young and women farmers           
and community groups, in order to build their resilience in the face of environmental              
challenges. 

6. Domesticate international agreements with binding commitments at the national level. 
7. Protect an equitable access to land and promote transparent management of natural            

resources as a guarantee of inclusive and sustainable human development. 
 
This joint declaration is the result of a long and fruitful dialogue between diverse civil society                
actors. It will guide our advocacy efforts in the run-up to and beyond the 5th Africa-EU               
Summit. In this regard, we request a meaningful space during the Summit to present our               
recommendations. We hope that our requests become a stepping stone to a vigorous and              
structured dialogue between Africa and Europe that goes beyond the institutional level of the              
African Union and the European Union. This will lead us to a prosperous and peaceful               
future, with civil society at the core of intercontinental cooperation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The following is the list of participants in the Africa-EU Civil Society Forum, which took place                
in Tunis on 11-13 July 2017.  
 

First name Last name Organisation Country/continent 
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Saifeldoula 

Abdelgadir 

Hagelsafi 

Abdelgadir Alneema Foundation Soudan Sudan 

Lulsegged Abebe International Alert EU 

Stephanie Grace 

Anyango Ageng'o Tomorrow's Child Intitiative Kenya 

Joseph Kwadwo Amuzu 
Planned parenthood association of 

Ghana Ghana 

Fatima Yerima Askira Search for common ground Nigeria 

Elodie AÏSSI CFDT-Institut Belleville France 

Arthur R M Becker West African Youth Network Liberia 

Lars Bosselman CBM EU 

Soumaya Chaib 
Association nationale de soutien aux 

enfants en difficulté ANSEDI Algeria 

Buchekarabiri 

Sifa Chiyoge Icaafrica Congo 

Nikki de Zwaan Cordaid The Netherlands 

Karin Debroey ACV-CSC Belgium 

Samuel 

Confidence Dotse Hatof Foundation Ghana 

Mama Koite Doumbia MUSONET Mali 

Harriet Poni Dumba 
National Women Empowerment and 

Rehabilitation South Sudan 

Abozer Elmana Elligai 
Maarij Foundation for Peace and 

Development Africa 

Hannah Forster 
African Centre for Democracy and 

Human Rights Studies Gambia 

Linda Fouad Tissila Association for Development Morocco 

Alfred Gajdosik EESC Austria 

Yonas Gebru Gebreegziabher 

Consortium for Climate Change 

Ethiopia 

(CCC-E) hosted by Forum for 

Enviroment (FfE) Ethiopia 

Bourzabe Hindjolbo 

Association Tchadienne pour le 

Dévelopmment des Initiatives des 

Jeunes ATDIJ TCHAD Tchad 

Tina Hočevar European Youth Forum Slovenia 
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Asmaa Angela James Radio Democracy 98.1FM Sierra Leone 

Aaron Karumba Kalala 
Association Paysanne pour 

l'Autosuffisance Alimentaire DRC 

Ana Kalin 
Forum za enakopraven razvoj - FER 

(Forum for Equitable Development) Slovenia 

Lufungula 

Gilbert Kalubi 
Fondation des œuvres pour la 

solidarité et le bien être social Congo 

Bora Kamwanya ACP YPN EU 

Gérard Karlshausen Concord EU 

Florian Koch Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung Germany 

Yaovi Lowanou Kogbe 
Organisation Pour l'Environnement et 

le Développement durable Togo 

Mourad Lamoudi 
Association Culturelle" Mohamed 

Lamine Lamoudi" Algeria 

Joan Manuel Lanfranco 
International Trade Union 

Confederation (ITUC) EU 

Robert 

Mogwane Letsatsi Botswana Watch Organisation Botswana 

Ariane Lignier IDDC EU 

Cristina Linaje Cáritas España (Caritas Spain) Spain 

Don Lucey Misean Cara Ireland 

Eleanor Maeresera Oxfam International EU 

Salvatore Marra 
CGIL - Italian General Confederation 

of Labour Italy 

Agustin Martin Lasanta DSW EU 

Ana Martinez Alianza por la Solidaridad Spain 

Victoria Mbogo CSW UK 

Judith McCallum Life & Peace Institute Sweden 

Abdurrahman 

Ahmed 

Mohammed Mokhtar General forum for Arab African NGOs Libya 

Nady Flora Mugerinkoko 
Young Women's Knowledge and 

Leadership Institute Burundi Burundi 

Ray Mwareya Women Taboos Radio South Africa Zimbabwe 

Jacqueline Nakaiza SNE Consultants Uganda 
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Prudence Ndayizamba 

Coalition des Ingénieurs Aménageurs 

et urbanisé 

pour la promotion de l'organisme et 

environnement Burundi 

Steffie Neyens Light for the World EU 

Christine 
Ngo Ndjeng epse 

Andela COSADER Cameroun 

Tapuwa O'Brien Nhachi Center for natural resource Zimbabwe 

Andre Nikwigize Partners for Peace and Prosperity Burundi 

Alex Richard Nkosi 

Regional Organisation of the 

International Trade Union 

Confederation (ITUC-Africa) Africa 

Sam Ntelamo 
International Planned Parenthood 

Federation EU 

Alejandra Ortega 
Confederación Sindical de Comisiones 

Obreras de España Spain 

Andrea Ellen Ostheimer Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung/ENoP Germany 

Anna Penfrat 
European Peacebuilding Liaison 

Office (EPLO) EU 

Lea Perekreste 
Human Rights Without Frontiers 

International EU 

Robert Mbilizi 

Kamulando Phiri Public Affairs Committee Malawi 

Nicoletta Pirozzi Istituto Affari Internazionali Italy 

Carmel Rawhani 
South African Institute of 

International Affairs South Africa 

Pascal Richard 
Global Partnership for the Prevention 

of Armed Conflicts (GPPAC) The Netherlands 

Karim Saafi 
African diaspora Youth Forum in 

Europe EU 

Ayman 
Saber Taha 

Mostafa Okeil 
Maat for Peace, Development and 

Human Rights Egypt 

Gilbert Ronald Sendugwa Africa Freedom of Information Centre Uganda 

Ndeye SOW International Alert UK 

Eyachew Tefera Institute for African Studies, Slovenia Slovenia 

Aïssatou Touré ACP YPN EU 

Andreea-Loreda

na Tudorache A.R.T. Fusion Association Romania Romania 
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Gina Wharton 
International Planned Parenthood 

Federation European Network EU 

Yentyl Williams ACP Young Professionals Network EU 

Afaf Zaddem 
Agence de La Démocratie Locale, ADL 

Kairouan, Tunisie Tunisia 

Ester Zappata Gruppo Volontariato Civile Italy  

Ezzedine Zayani Think Thank Group Tunisia 
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